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? A professional learning platform designed 
specifically for K-12 art teachers. PRO helps art 
teachers grow through in-depth video tutorials 
and premium resources. PRO also awards PD 
certificates to document learning and time 
invested. 

A visual arts curriculum platform and modern 
digital textbook replacement filled with 
high-quality, standards-aligned curriculum 
materials. FLEX lets any art teacher curate 
their own custom classes and units to reflect 
their unique students
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Art teachers use PRO Learning to learn new 
skills and become better educators for their 
K-12 students. The materials inside of PRO are 
teacher facing.

K-12 students learn about visual arts through 
the curriculum materials their art teachers 
curate for them through FLEX Curriculum. 
The materials inside of FLEX are student 
facing.
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Inside each Learning Pack, art teachers find 
in-depth video tutorials, useful classroom 
resources, and supplemental links, all crafted 
and curated by expert art educators.

Inside of each thematic Collection, art 
teachers find premium curriculum materials, 
including standards-aligned lesson plans, 
student-facing resources, videos, and 
assessments.
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After completing a Learning Pack and learning 
new skills and teaching strategies, art teachers 
have an opportunity to earn an official 
certificate. Each certificate documents earned 
learning and PD hours.

After finding curriculum materials they like, 
art teachers can save and organize them into 
custom classes and units. The materials can 
be downloaded, printed, and shared with 
students as desired.

When paired together as a comprehensive K-12 visual arts curriculum solution, PRO becomes a handy 
“teacher’s edition” to FLEX. PRO Learning Packs dive deep into rich video tutorials, giving art teachers the 
essential skills they need to be successful with specific lessons and resources inside FLEX Curriculum.
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